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Abstract

Course placement systems in college include both an assessment component (to estimate students'

probability of success in standard first- year courses), and an instructional component (in which

underprepared students are taught the skills and knowledge they need to succeed in the standard

courses). The effectiveness of a placement system depends on students' eventual success in the standard

courses. Success is usually defined in terms of completing the standard courses with satisfactory grades.

This paper illustrates how statistical decision theory can be used to model aspects of the

effectiveness of a course placement system. The illustration is based on data from students who enrolled

in a first-year mathematics course at a midwestern university. To model the placement of students, I first

elicited students' and instructors' preferences for the different outcomes of thri course. I then compared

the actual outcomes of students who received prior remedial instruction before enrolling in the course

with their predicted outcomes, had they not done so. I made an analogous comparison between expected

'value functions'. In this particular example, the number of students with previous remedial instruction

was too small to permit drawing firm conclusions. Nevertheless, the results illustrate how, given

sufficient sample sizes, one could use decision theory to develop indicators of the effectiveness of remedial

instruction.
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1ssessing the Effectiveness of Course Placement Systems in College'

Richard Sawyer

A typical and Lmportant use of college entrance tests is course placement, i.e., matching students

with instruction appropriate to their academic preparation. For example, students whose academic skills

are insufficient for them to be successful in a standard first-year English course might, on the basis of their

test scores and other characteristics, be advised or required to enroll in a remedial English course. On the

other hand, students with an unusually high level of academic preparation might be encouraged to enroll

in an accelerated course or in a higher-level course.

Most colleges and universities enroll students who are not academically prepared to do work at a

level traditionally expected of their first-year students. The percentage of postsecondary institutions with

some form of placement and remedial instruction has steadily increased in the past decade, and is now

about 90% (Woods, 1985; Wright and Cahalan, 1985; McNabb, 1990; "Colleges and Universities Offering

Remedial Instruction," 1994). A recent survey by the American Council on Education (1996) suggests that

about 17 percent of students in community colleges and about 11 percent of students in public four-year

institutions take remedial courses. One suggested explanation for the grow th of remedial instruction

that American high schools have become less effective in preparing students for college (The National

Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983; The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching,

1988; Singal, 1991). Another explanation is that more students from disadvantaged backgrounds are

attending college (Munday, 1976; College Entrance Examination Board, 1977; Carriuolo, 1994).

During the past three decades, several authors have proposed using statistical decision theory to

validate educational selection systems. Cronbach and Gleser (1965) adapted linear regression methodology

to estimate the expected costs and benefits of using a test score or other predictor variable for classifying

or selecting personnel. Their technique continues to be wiciely applied in employment selection. Petersen

and Novick (1976) developed a model based on Bayesian decision theory. Ben-Shakhar, Kiderman, and

Beller (1994) compared these two approaches, al id illustrated them using data from an admission selection

problem.

I am grateful to Dan Anderson and to Jerry Dallam for their help in collecting data for this study.
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Sawyer (in press) proposed a statistical decision theory model for validating course placement

variables such as tests. The model can be used to compare the effectiveness of alternative placement

variables in identifying underprepared students, and to determine appropriate cutoff scores on these

placement variables. Sawyer (1994, 1995) proposed another, more comprehensive decision theory model

for measuring the effectiveness of remedial instruction, and he studied alternatives for eliciting preferences

for the possible outcomes. The present paper applies the more comprehensive model to a first-year

mathematics course at a midwestern university. Elicited preferences for outcomes are combined with

actual course outcome data to make inferences about the benefit of prior remedial instruction for

subsequent academic achievement.

Background

Remedial Instruction

At many postsecondary institutions, there are two levels of first-year courses: a 'standard' course

in which most students enroll, and a 'remedial' course for students who are not academically prepared

for the standard course. At some institutions, the lower-level course may be given other names, such as

'college-preparatory', 'compensatory', 'developmental', or 'review'. Carriuolo (1994) articulated differences

in the meanings of 'remedial' and 'developmental'. Often, remedial courses do not carry credit toward

satisfying degree requirements. At some institutions, there may be courses that require more knowledge

and skills than the lowest-level remedial course, but less than the standard course. In the model

considered here, only a single lower-level course is considered, and it is designated 'remedial', to be

consistent with Willingham's (1974) nomenclature.

Though essential to placement, testing is but one component of an overall system. To be

educationally effective, a placement system must satisfy all of the following requirements:

1. Students who have small chance of succeeding in the standard course (underprepared students)

are accurately identified.

2. Appropriate remedial instruction is provided to these underprepared students.
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3. Both the students who originally enrolled in the standard course, and the students who were

provided remedial instruction, eventually do satisfactory work in the standard course.

Note that accurately identifying underprepared students (Requirement 1) is necessary, but not sufficient,

for a placement system as a whole to be effective. Accurate identification is not an end, but only a

mechanism for effectively allocating remedial instruction (Requirement 2). On the other hand, providing

remedial instruction is itself only a means to achieve the larger goal that students succeed in college: Even

if underprepared students are accurately identified and are provided remedial instruction, if they

eventually drop out or fail in the standard course, then little will have been accomplished by the

placement system. On the contrary, both the institution's and the students' resources have been

wasted. Van der Linden (1991) noted that a defining characteristic of course placement systems is that

students take different treatments (courses), and the success of each treatment is measured by the same

criterion variable.

One might argue 'hat failure in the standard course can lead to positive results for students, such

as their selecting and succeeding in another educational program better matched with their talents and

interests. While this statement is undoubtedly true for some students, they would have done better to

select their preferred educational programs in the first place, through appropriate counseling. This

scenario illustrates that effective counseling is important for effective placement. This paper does not,

however, attempt to model the effect of counseling on the outcomes of placement.

The need for an institution to serve students who by traditional standards are academically

unprepared for college imposes a fourth requirement on placement systems. Even if a large proportion

of the underprepared students are accurately identified, are provided remedial instruction, and ultimately

succeed in the standard course, the overall result still might not be satisfactory. This would occur if an

institution diverted resources to instruction in the remedial course to such an extent that the performance

of students in the standard course was adversely affected. In other words, instiiutions should consider

the tradeoffs they must make in allocating their finite resources when they provide remedial placement
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systems; such considerations may relate to institutional mission and policy, as much as to costs and to

grades. A related concern is that publicly-supported educational 'cautions must compete for money

with agencies that serve other pressing social needs. There is controversy about the proper role of

remedial placement in the missions of postsecondary institutions, particularly in publicly-supported

institutions. Mac Donald (1994) argued that by overexpanding its remedial programs, the CUNY system

seriously degraded the quality of its standard-level undergraduate programs. Lively (1993) reported on

efforts in different states to eliminate remedial instruction from four-year public institutions by designating

that role to two-year colleges. The American Council on Education (1996) reported on similar efforts in

Congress.

Non-cognitive variables in course placement systems

Academic achievement, as measured by persistence and grades in standard courses, is certainly an

important outcome of course placement, but it is not the only important outcome. For example, most

colleges want their students to achieve other, non-cognitive goals (e.g., working well in groups,

understanding and respecting different points of view, developing career and intellectual goals).

Furthermore, certain non-cognitive factors (e.g., prior work experience; hours worked on a job while in

school; ethnic background) are well-known to be important factors in academic success. For both these

reasons, effective course placement requires effective counseling (ideally, one-on-one), and vice versa.

Non-cognitive variables are also important in evaluating the effectiveness of a course placement

system. For example, do students believe the advice they have been given was appropriate? Do students

think that they have been treated well by 'the system'? Do the faculty and staff who run the system

believe that their skills are effectively used, and that their needs are considered? While issues such as

these are beyond the scope of this paper, they need to be addressed in evaluating the overall effectiveness

of course placement systems (Frisbie, 1982).
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A Decision Theory Model for Course Placement

The decision problem can be formally definea as follows: One must select a particular decision d

from a set I) of possible decisions. A particular outcome 0 occurs, from among a set of possible outcomes

0. A utility function u(d,0) assigns a numerical value to the desirability of decision d when the outcome

is 0. The exact outcome 8 that occurs is unknown to the decision maker, but there is some probabilistic

information available about the likely values of 0. In a Bayesian decision model, this information is

described by a subjective probability distribution on 0; the subjective probability distribution quantifies

the decision maker's personal beliefs about the likely values of 0, given both prior beliefs and any relevant

data collected. The Bayesian optimal strategy is to choose the decision d that maximizes the expected

value of WM) with respect to the subjective probability distribution on 0 (Lindley, 1972). (See p. 8 for

a discussion of expected utility functions.)

To apply this tool to course placement, suppose there is a cutoff score K on a placement test, and

test scores are obtained for all first-year students at an institution;

students whose test scores are less than K are provided remedial instruction before they enroll

in the standard course, and students whose test scores are greater than or equal to K enroll

directly in the standard course; and

the actual final performance in the standard course is known for all students (i.e., for students

who are provided remedial instruction, as well as for those who are not).

The final performance in the standard course of students who first enroll in the remedial course will, of

course, become known later than the performance of students who enroll directly in the standard course.

For each student, four possible events could occur, as shown in Table 1 on the following page.



Table 1
Events Associated with Identifying and Providing Remedial Instruction

to Unde. prepared Students

Event

illIMMESIMIlliNiialili7.

Course into which
Test score student is placed

MIIMMIN=11111611111/

Eventual performance
in standard course

(1) > K Standard Successful

(2) > K Standard Unsuccessful

(3) < K Remedial Unsuccessful

(4) < K Remedial
dmmimilimmEmmiw

Successful
....mmin

Each student is classified either as being adequately prepared for the standard course (if her or his

test score equals or exceeds the cutoff score K), or as needing remedial instruction (if the score is less than

K). Because the classification for any student depends on K, the set of decisions (D) in this case is the set

of possible values of K. The goal is to find the 'best' value of K, and to quantify the effectiveness of the

associated instruction.

At an institution without a placement system, the events in Table 1 could be observed as follows:

* Randomly assign students, regardless of their test scores, either to enroll directly in the standard

course or to enroll first in the remedial course.

* Observe the students' eventual performance in the standard course, and note which of them

succeed and which do not succeed.

For each value of K, there would be a set of proportions associated with the events (1) - (4). Let us

suppose, temporarily, that data are collected this way; the modifications required when there is prior

selection resulting from an existing placement system are described on p. 10.

Let p,(K), p,(K), etc., denote the observed proportions of students corresponding to events (1), (2),

etc., in the entire group of students when the cutoff score is K. Then, for example, p,(K) + p,(K) is the

proportion of students who are ultimately successful, and p2(K) + p3(K) is the proportion of students who
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are ultimately unsuccessful. The overall usefulness of the predictions can then be evaluated in terms of

the costs and benefits associated with each event (1) - (4). A function that assigns a value to outcomes

such as these is called a utility function. One class of utility functions would assign different values to

each event, and weight their sum:

u(K;0) = wipi(K) + w2p2(K) + w3p3(K) w4P4(K) (1)

where 0 w,,...,w, 1. Such a function would quantify the different costs and benefits of each outcome.

Consider, for example, the trade-offs a student must make in his or her utility. Although students pay

tuition to take remedial courses (just as they do to take other courses), remedial courses often do not carry

college credit. From a student's perspective, the weights w1, . . w, must balance the likely improvement

in her or his eventual performance in the standard course against the extra time and money spent on

taking the remedial course.

In principle, utility functions are person-specific, and hence need to be elicited separately for each

student, counselor, teacher, or administrator. In practice, this is not feasible, and we must look for utility

functions that reasonably approximate the preferences of different groups of people.

Other Models

In thk. .nodel described in Table 1, there are only two results in the standard course: 'Successful'

and 'Not successful'. In practice, 'Successful' usually means completing the standard course with a

particular grade (e.g., C) or higher. The adequacy of the model in Table 1 therefore assumes that the

decision maker's preferences for particular grades have a step-function relationship. Petersen and Novick

(1976) called such a function a 'threshold utility'. Results obtained by Sawyer (1995, 1996) suggest that

in course placement, most students' and instructors' preferences are not well described by the threshold

utility.

A more complex decision theory model, defined directly in terms of the grade received, would

describe people's preferences more accurately. For example, instead of designating each student as

'Successful' or 'Unsuccessful' in the standard course, one could specify the student's completion of the

iU



course and final grade (e.g., A-F). In this case, there would be 10 outcomes (rather than 4) in the model;

such a model is described on p. 20. If we also considered withdrawal before completing the standard

course as a separate kind of unsuccessful outcome, then there would be 12 outcomes in the model.

Expected Utility Functions

In practice, a utility function cannot be directly computed for the group of students for whom

placement decisions are to be made, because the actual outcomes (students' test scores and eventual

performance in the standard course) are not yet known. In (1), for example, the actual proportions p,(K),

p,(K) etc., are not known for a particular group of students before they are tested and complete the

standard course. These proportions must instead be estimated in some way from data on past students,

under the assumption that future students will be similar to past students.

The 'expected utility function' is a formal mechanism for dealing with the uncertainty of outcomes

in a decision theory model. It is from the expected utility function that decisions on the effectiveness c,f

a placement system can be made. In Bayesian models, an 'expected utility' for a decision d is the average

(expected) value of a utility function u(d,0) with respect to the decision maker's subjective probability

distribution for the outcomes 0. In the example pan iously given,

u' (K) = E9[ u(K,0) 1= w,p,(K) + w2p2(K) + w3p3(K) + w 4P4(K) (2)

where p,(K) = Eo[ pi(K) ], p2(K) = E01 p2(K) 1, etc., are estimated from a past group of students. In the

Bayesian model, the estimates px), p2(K), etc., are the expected values of the corresponding observed

proportions with respect to the decision maker's subjective probability distribution for students' test scores

and course grades. In the terminology of Bayesian statistical inference, the subjective probability

distribution for test scores and course grades is specified by a 'predictive density' for their joint

distribution. The predictive density is based on prior beliefs about the joint distribution and on data

obtained from a particular group of past students. Although simple in concept, Bayesian statistical

methods can be mathematically formidable in real applications. When prior beliefs are vague or as sample

sizes become large, however, Bayesian estimates are, for practical purposes, similar to much simpler
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estimates based on classical sampling theory (i.e., estimates based only on an assumed model and on data;

De Groot, 1970).

Sawyer (in press) described a simple procedure, based on sampling theory, for estimating the cell

probabilities p,(K), p2(K), etc. The first step is to estimate the relationship between success in the standard

course and a placement test score using a logistic regression function:

P[Y=1 I X=x] = ( 1 + (3)

where Y = 1, if a student is successful,

= 0, if a student is unsuccessful;

and X is the student's score on a placement test or other placement variable. The numbers cc and 13 in

Equation (3) are unknown parameters that are estimated from data on the test scores and on the

success/failure variable Y for a group of enrolled students. The regression function P,(Y) of students who

enroll directly in the standard course and the regression function PR(x) of students who enroll first in the

remedial course are estimated separately.

Once estimates a and b have been obtained for the unknown parameters a and p, the conditional

probability of success can be estimated by substituting a and b in Equation (3). From the estimated

conditional probabilities I's (x) and 13(x), expected utilities can be calculated. In the threshold model

described by Table 1, for example, the proportion of students associated with Event (1) in Table 1 can be

estimated by:

PI(K) = E Ps(x) * h(x) / N (4)
>I(

where P,(x) = estimated P [Y = 1 Ix = xl for students who enrolled directly in the standard course,

K = the minimum score required for enrollment in the standard course (cutoff score),

n(x) = the number of students in the placement group whose test score is e,jual to x, and

N = E n(x), the total number of students in the placement grcup.
all ,

12
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The proportions for Events (2), (3), and (4) can be estimated similarly, using the appropriate conditional

probability function Ps (x) or 1.1,(x), and the appropriate region [x K] or [x < K].

The procedure can readily be extended to more complex models. In the 10-outcome model (A-

F/remedial instruction or not) described on p.7, for example, one would first estimate the conditional

probabilities of the 10 outcomes y, given the test score X. Then, one would sum, over the outcomes y and

over the corresponding appropriate values of x, the products u(y) * (ylx) * n(x) / N. An example

illustrating such computations is given on pp. 19-20.

Effects of Prior Selection

Note that the summations in Equation (4) are based on the x-values (e.g., test scores) of all the

students in the placement group (the set of students for whom placement decisions are made), not just

the students who complete the course. In practical terms, the placement ,t,oup usually consists of all first-

time entering students with test scores, regardless of which course they actually enroll in. Of course, one

could also define a placement group for students in a particular program of study (e.g., business) or with

particular background characteristics (e.g., minority students).

At an institution with an operational placement system with cutoff score Ko, we can estimate P(x)

only from data with x Ko, and we can estimate PR(x) only from data with x < Ko. The reason is that

students whose test scores are below the cutoff score Ko do not enroll directly in the standard course, and

therefore do not have performance data unaffected by remedial instruction. Sawyer (1993) noted,

however, that the logistic regression model (3) can be conveniently extrapolated to test scores below the

current cutoff score lc. Schiel & Noble (1993) compared logistic regression functions estimated from

truncated subsets of a data set that was not subject to prior selection. They found that when the

truncation involved less than 15% of the population, the resulting errors were small, but that large

amounts of truncation (e.g., 50%) resulted in large errors. Houston (1993) did computer simulations to

examine the effects of truncation on the accuracy of estimated conditional probabilities of success. He

found increases in standard error of 6%, 30%, and 43% when the placement group was truncated at the
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25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles, respectively, as compared to the standard error associated with no

truncation.

Optimal Cutoff Scores

If the expected utility u'(K) = E8[u(K;0)1 attains a maximum value at some cutoff score lc then using

Ko as a cutoff score will result in a greater expected utility for the group than using any other cutoff score.

Furthermore, if Ko is between the minimum and maximum possible scores on the test or other placement

variable, then the effectiveness of the placement system as a whole is supported. On the other hand, if

u' is an increasing function, then the effectiveness of the placement variable is called into question --- the

placement variable is not able to discriminate between students who should enroll directly in the standard

course and those who should first take the remedial course. Finally, if u' is a decreasing function, then

the effectiveness of both the placement variable and the remedial course is called into question. Of course,

all of these inferences depend on the validity of the success criterion variable.

Eliciting Utility Functions

If the decision model is to be useful in real applications, its utility function must accurately describe

the preferences of the decision makers. In the model described by Table 1, for example, we need some

way to quantify stuck...Its' and instructors' preferences for success in the standard course, as balanced

against the extra time and cost associated with taking the remedial course.

There is a vast literature on eliciting (i.e., assessing) utility functions. One important characteristic

distinguishing various utility theories is whether they are deterministic or stochastic:

A value function measures the satisfaction of any sort of 'want' without regard to uncertainty.

For example, some economists model the satisfaction that an individual rereives from consuming

commodities. The kev characteristic of a value function is that it assigns numerical values to the

subjective worth of outcomes without regard to uncertainty (Yates, 1990).

A simple example of eliciting a value function would be to ask an individual to rank each

possible outcome on the following Likert scale:

ii



1='dislike very much', 2='dislike', 3='dislike a little', ..., 7='like very much')

Note that in this example, the assignment of values to outcomes is done outside any context of

uncertainty or risk.

A von Neumann-Morgenstern utility, in contrast, is explicitly defined in terms of uncertainty. The

standard assumption in von Neumann-Morgenstern (abbreviated hereafter as vN-M) theories

is that the decision maker has a preference relation -< over the set n of probability distributtons

on the outcome space 0 (rather than on 0 itself), _Lid that .< satisfies an appropriate set of

axioms (e.g., transitivity). Then it can be shown that there exists a real function u on 0, such

that for distributions p, q E U, p q if, and only if, E[u] < Eq[u]. The function u is unique up

to positive, linear transformations; therefore, one can without loss of generality assign the value

0 to the least favorable outcome and the value 1 to the most favorable outcome. Note that vN-M

utility functions are defined in terms of probability; therefore, their elicitation is naturally done

in reference to hypothesized probability distributions (typically, hypothetical lotteries). See

Farquhar (1984) for a comprehensive review of different strategies for eliciting vN-M utility

functions.

The principal advantage of value functions is that they are easy to elicit, because they do not require any

reference to uncertainty or risk. The principal advantage claimed for vN-M utility functions is that they

are more realistic, because they reflect the decision maker's feelings about both the inherent worth of the

outcomes, and the risk involved in making choices. On the other hand, this realism is elicited in the

context of hypothetical situations. Although both value functions and vN-M utility functions can formally

be used in expected utility models (Yates, 1990), they are not the same, and can lead to different decisions.

I shall follow Yates' convention in reserving the term 'utility' to refer specifically to a vN-M utility

function, and the term 'value function' for a function that does not consider risk.

Sawyer (1996) elicited vN-M utility functions and value functions from students enrolled in either

of two particular postsecondary institutions in the midwest, using a paper-and-pencil questionnaire. He

15
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found that about half of the university students and about two-thirds of the community college students

surveyed completed the questionnaire. Of students and instructors who completed the questionnaire,

about 2/3 provided enough information to develop an internally consistent grade value function. For the

typical respondent, only 35% of the possible vN-M utility functions could be calculated, however. These

results suggest that institutions can not realistically expect to elicit utilities by administering paper-and-

pencil questionnaires to their instructors and students (see Question 1, p. 16). Institutions would instead

need to provide special instruction and motivation to elicit valid utilities for most students and instructors.

An interactive computer elicitation program might increase validity by giving respondents an opportunity

to correct inconsistencies. The difficulty and expense of implementing such a computer program,

however, would seem to make it unattractive to institutions, even today.

Sawyer (1995) also found that there was a small, but consistent difference between instructors and

st.. lents in the values of their elicited value functions: Instructors tended to place somewhat greater value

on the grades B, C, and D (by about .05 .10) than did the students. This result is consistent with

Whitney's (1989) observation that students and teachers have different interests in course placement.

Data

Eliciting Value Functions

The value function data for this study came from students enrolled in five elementary mathematics

courses at a public postsecondary institution ('Midwestern University') in fall 1995. An individual

professor supervised 18 graduate student instructors of the courses. The professor and the instructors

agreed to distribute and to collect questionnaires from their students. Part I of the questionnaire asked

for background information about students' previous course work, their majors, and their goals. Part 2

of the questionnaire elicited a value function for grades in a hypothetical standard course. Part 3 of the

questionnaire elicited students' preferences for taking a remedial course before taking the standard course.

The professor and the instructors also completed an L.Aructor's version of the questionnaire that collected

similar information.
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Respondents indicated their relative preferences for the grades B, C, and D in the standard course

by marking these letters on a number scale. The number scale ranged from 0 to 100, in units of 10. The

grades A and F were anchored at 0 and 100, respectively.

Respondents expressed their preferences for taking remedial courses by responding to choice tasks

(e.g., "Would you prefer to earn an A in the standard course after taking the remedial course, or would

you prefer to earn a B in the remedial course if you did not have to take the remedial course?" ). I asked

the respondents to make 10 separate choices, corresponding to the 10 possible pairings of a given grade

with the grades lower than it.

Appendix A contains the two survey instruments. The documents in Appendix A have been

modified to conceal the identity of the university and the catalog numbers of the courses.

Although 270 students completed the questionnaire, the overall response rate was disappointingly

low, about 40%. The likely causes for the low response rate were that it was voluntary, that no

remuneration was given to the students, and that it was completed at home rather than in class. The

response rate did vary significantly among courses (see Table 2 on the following page). According to the

professor in charge, the variation in response rates was likely caused by the extent to which instructors

emphasized to students the importance of completing the questionnaire. In the future, I will reduce the

length of the questionnaire so that it will be feasible to administer it in class.

The response rate for the 19 instructors was 100%.



Table 2.
Response Rates to Value Function Elicitation Survey, by Group

4111=11.115MOINIi111111

Group
II MEP

Number of
completed

questionnaires
111111MMINE11111111IMEEIMIN

Response
rate

Students

Course 1: Basic Algebra I 19 .68

Course 2: Basic Algebra II 81 .31

Course 3: Trigonometry 52 .32

Course 4: Elem. functions 109 .43

Unknown course 9 ...

Total, all students 270 .40

Instructors

Total, all instructors
iii.=imigannimi.m.

19 1.00

Summary Value Function

For each respondent, I computed a summary value function for the 10 outcomes described on p.

8. The summary value function measures a respondent's preferences for taking the remedial course or

not, relative to different grades in the standard course. I computed the summary value function by

combining the information elicited from Part 3 of the questionnaire with the grade value function

information elicited from Part 2. The following example illustrates how the two sources of information

were combined. Let 'x - y' denote that "Outcome x is preferred to outcome y"; let (R,A) denote the

outcome ["Student takes the remedial course before taking the standard course and earns an A."]; and let

(S,B) denote the outcome ['Student takes the standard course directly and earns a B."]. Suppose that a

respondent's choices in Part 3 of the questionnaire indicate that (R,A) (S,B). Then, a summary value

function svf can be imputed by interpolating between 1=gvf(A) and gvf(B): svf(R,A)=.50 + .50*gvf(B).
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It is possible to do such imputation consistently provided the respondent's choices in Part 4 are

coherent (consistent). For example, the following two choices are incoherent:

a. (R,A) (S,B)
b. (S,C) >- (R,A).

Of the 2' = 1024 possible sequences of choices, only 14 are coherent. See Appendix B for details on the

coherent choice sequences.

Course outcomes

Figuri 1 on the following page shows the structure of placement and pre-requisites for first-year

mathematics courses at Midwestern University. As is readily apparent, the structure is complex. Students

can enroll in courses on the basis of their high school course work and their scores on a locally-developed

and administered placement test. Students who enroll in particular lower-level courses can subsequently

enroll in more advanced courses, as shown by the dotted flow lines in the diagram. For example,

students who enroll in Course 4 (Elementary Functions) may do so in four different ways:

a. Directly, on the basis of their high school course work and placement test scores.

b. Initially in Course 3, then in Course 4.

c. Initially in Course 2, then in Course 3, then in Course 4.

d. Initially in Course 1, then in Course 2, then in Course 3, then in Course 4.

For other courses, such as Course 9, there are many more entry paths.

The enrollments in Course 1 was small. Courses 2 , 3, and 4 had substantially more students (e.g.,

more than 100). Course 4 (Elementary Functions) was the lowest-level course with a substantial

enrollment, and where substantial numbers of students enrolled in lower-level courses. Course 4 also has

fewer ways in which students could have been previously instructed than more advanced courses with

large enrollments. For these reasons, I chose Course 4 as the 'standard course' for analysis.

19
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Figure 1.
Structure of Course Placement and Prerequisites

for First-Year Mathematics Courses at Midwestern University

High
school
grades

and I or
local

placement
test

scores

Course 1
Basic Algebra I

Course 2
Basic Algebra II

Course 3
Trigonometry

Course 4
Elem. Functions

Course 5
Finite Mathematics

Course 6
Mathematics for the
Biological Sciences

Course 7
Calculus for the

Biological Sciences

Course 8
Quantitative Methods

Course 9
Calculus I

Note: Course 4 (shaded box) was taken to be the 'standard course' in the decision model.
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I obtained from administrators at Midwestern University the ACT Mathematics scores (ACT, in

press), course enrollment histories, and course grade data for all students who enrolled in Courses 1, 2,

3, or 4 during the years 1993, 1994, or 1995. From these data, I was able to determine the exact sequence

of courses of students who eventually enrolled in Course 4. To allow tracking data from Courses 2 and

3, I restricted the analyses to students who enrolled in Course 4 in 1994 or 1995 (N=620). As it turned out,

only 20 of these students previously took Courses 1, 2, or 3. The small sample size severely limited the

precision in estimating key components of the decision theory model, and as a result, prevented making

firm conclusions about the effectiveness of these remedial courses. Nevertheless, the results are a useful

illustration of how the model could be applied, given sufficient sample sizes.

Analyses

Questionnaire data

For each respondent, I computed a coherence indicator CHRIND1 for the elicited grade value

function (Part 2 of the questionnaire). A 'coherent' grade value function (gvf) is cit fined as one for which

gvf(D), gvf(C), and gvf(B) are non-missing, and 0 < gvf(D) < gvf(C) < gvf(B) < 1. The indicator CHRIND1

was set equal to 1, if the gvf was coherent, and was set equal to 0, otherwise.

I also computed a coherence indicator CHRIND2 for the elicited course placement preferences (Part

3 of the questionnaire). CHRIND2 was set equal to 1, if the sequence of choices in Part 3 of the

questionnaire was coherent, and was set equal to 0, otherwise. (For a definition of coherence in this

context, see Appendix B.)

The respondents for v, horn a coherent summary value function (svf) could be computed were those

for whom CHRIND1=1 and CHRIND2=1. I therefore computed a coherence indicator for the summary

value function CHRINDS = CHRIND1 * CHRIND2.

I computed frequency distributions for the coherence indicators, and for the elicited gvfs and svfs.

21
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Decision Theoni Model

From the ACT Mathematics score and course grade data, I estimated various logistic regression

models. To illustrate the expected value function results I first estimated the conditional probability of

success in Course 4, given ACT scores. Success was defined in two ways: Completing Course 4 with a

B or higher grade, and completing Course 4 with a C or higher grade. Under either definition of success

withdrawals (W grades) and incompletes (I grades) were considered to be unsuccessful outcomes.

I estimated the conditional probability of success functions separately for the 600 students who had

not taken remedial instruction before enrolling in Course 4, and for the 20 students who had. Because

of the small number of students who received any kind of prior remedial instruction before enrolling in

Course 4, I did not do separate analyses for particular remedial courses. By comparing the conditional

probability of success curve for the students who received prior remedial instruction with the

corresponding curve for students who enrolled directly in Course 4, one can make inferences about the

effectiveness of the remedial instruction for students with a given ACT score.

Next, I estimated, separately for students with and without prior remedial instructions, a logistic

regression model for the joint conditional distribution of course grades, given ACT Mathematics scores.

I used SAS's PROC LOGISTIC (SAS Institute, 1990) to estimate an 'ordinal response model' P[Y1( I X=x],

where Y is the course grade, X is the ACT Mathematics score, and k corresponds to the grades A-F. I

computed estimated conditional probabilities of particular grades by subtracting appropriate estimated

cumulative probabilities: P[Y=g I X=x] = X=x] P[Yg I X=x].

I then computed expected value functions. For the total group of students who enrolled in Course

4, the expected value function is:

111

E[svf] = E E svf (a) * p[a
I

x] * g(x) (5)
aI 1=1

where a is one of the 10 possible outcomes of the placement system; x is an ACT Mathematics score;

p[a x] is the estimated conditional probability of outcome k, given ACT Mathematics score x; and g(x)

22
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is the marginal probability of score x. The outcome a reflects both the prior remedial status as well as the

final grade in Course 4 that students may have. The conditional probability function p[a
I

xj can be

represented by the two sets of estimated probabilities described in the preceding paragraph. The marginal

probability function g(x) can be either the empirical distribution of test scores observed among all

students, or it can be a smoothed or assumed distribution of test scores.

Equation (5) pertains to the decision rule currently used by Midwestern University to place

students in different courses. Alternative decision rules would change the outcomes a, in that different

groups of students would be placed in remedial courses. For example, if the decision rule were based

on the ACT Mathematics test or on another placement test with cutoff score K, then a = a(K) would be

a function of K, and hence so would svf=svf(K). We could then estimate new conditional probabilities

p[a(K)
I

x], and compute an expected value E[svf(K)]. By comparing E[svf(K)] with the expected value

in Equation (5), we could determine whether the alternative decision rule was better or worse than the

current rule.

I have chosen here to make a more limited (and basic) comparison: How does the current rule

compare to the null decision rule in which no students are placed in remedial courses (i.e., all students

enroll directly in Course 4)? In this null decision rule, there are only 5 outcomes. To calculate the

expected svf, we can simply apply the conditional probability function estimated from students who did

not receive remedial instruction to all students who enrolled in Course 4, and use the empirical probability

distribution of ACT Mathematics test scores.

Results

Value Functions

Table 3 on the following page summarizes the distribution of the coherence indicators CHRIND1,

CHRIND2, and CHRINDS by respondent group. About 4/5 of the students had coherent grade value

functions. About 3/ 4 of the students had coherent summary value functions (compared to about 2/3 of

23



the public university students in the Sawyer (1995) study). All 19 instructors had coherent grade value

functions, and about 4/5 of them had coherent summary value functions.

Table 4, also on the following page, summarizes the medians of the elicited summary value

functions by respondent group. The outcomes are denoted by letter grades followed by the symbol NR

(no prior remedial instruction) or R (prior remedial instruction). Value functions for grades associated

with no prior remedial instruction were also broken down by course.

Several results are immediately clear from Table 4:

There was remarkable uniformity in the grade value functions of students in different

courses.

The median grade value functions do not resemhle the threshold utility function.

Instructors' median value functions tended to be modestly, but uniformly, higher than those

of students.

Both students and instructors would prefer that students earn a B in the standard course

instead of an A if doing so meant that they would avoid taking a remedial course.

The medians of the svfs for the two total groups in Table 4 parallel closely the results reported by Sawyer

(1995).
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Table 3.
Proportions of Respondents with Coherent Value Functions,

by Group

Group N
Grade value

function
Pref. for

remedial instr.
Summary

value function
asimme-

Students

Course 1: Basic Algebra I 19 .68 .89 .63

Course 2: Basic Algebra II 81 .83 .90 .75

Course 3: Trigonometry 52 .88 .94 .85

Course 4: Elem. functions 109 .84 .85 .78

Total, all students 270 .83 .89 .77

Instructors

Total, all instructors
IIIIIF

19 1.00
. .. -.

.79
.

.79

Table 4.
Median Summary Value Functions, by Group

Group N

Course placement outcome

A
(NR)

B

(NR)
A

(11)

B

(R)
C

(NR)
C

(R)
D

(NR)
D

(R)
F

(NR)
F

(R)

Students

Course 1: Basic Algebra I 19 1.00 .80 .50 .10 .

Course 2: Basic Algebra 11 81 1.00 .80 .50 .10 .

Course 3: Trigonometry 52 1.00 .80 .40 .10 .00

Course 4: Elem. functions 109 1.00 .80 .40 .10 .00

Total, all students 270 1.00 .80 .68 .56 .40 .27 .10 .07 . .

Instructors

Total, all instructors 19 1.00 .80 .70 .60 .50 .35 .20 .14 .08 .

2h
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Logistic Regression

Table 5 on the following page shows the results of the logistic regression of success in Course 4 on ACT

Mathematics score, by prior remedial instruction. Results are given for two different definitions of

success: Completing Course 4 with a B or higher grade, and completing Course 4 with a C or higher

grade. Under both definitions, withdrawals and incompletes are considered to be unsuccessful outcomes

The sample sizes for the logistic regression are smaller than the numbers of students enrolled in Course

4, because 3 o; the students with prior remedial instruction, and 73 of the students without prior remedial

instruction did not have ACT Mathematics scores.

The small sample sizes for the group with prior remedial instruction directly translates into a lack of

statistical significance for the regression coefficients. Therefore, the results of this analysis and the results

for the decision model can not be considered accurate enough to draw substantive conclusions about the

effectiveness of Courses 1-3 in preparing students for Course 4. Nonetheless, the results do illustrate the

kinds of inferences that could be made if sufficiently large samples were available.

2 6
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Table 5.
Logistic Regression Models for Success in Course 4, Given ACT Mathematics Score

(by Success Criterion and Prior Remedial Status)

Success
criterion

Prior remedial status N Regression
coefficient

Estimate (p)

NW

B or higher Received prior
remedial instruction

17 Intercept -5.299 (.04)

ACT Mathematics
score

0.280 (.13)

Did not receive prior
remedial instruction

527 Intercept -2.414 (.0001)

ACT Mathematics
score

0.109 (.0001)

C or higher Received prior
remedial instruction

18 Intercept -2.886 (.12)

ACT Mathematics
score

0.184 (.22)

Did not receive prior
remedial instruction

527 Intercept -1.084 (.0008)

ACT Mathematics
score

0.093 (.0001)

Figures 2 and 3 on the following pages are plots of the conditional probability functions described

by Table 5. The soli . portions of each curve correspond to the middle 50% of students; the thick dashed

lines correspond to the lower and upper quartiles, and the fine dashed lines are extrapolations of the fitted

curve to scores for which there were no data.

Figure 2 suggests that prior remedial instruction improves students' chances of completing Course

4 with a B or higher grade, provided their ACT Mathematics scores are greater than or equal to 17. Figure

3 (C or higher) suggests that prior remedial instruction is helpful for students with ACT Mathematics

scores of 20 ot higher.

Interpreted naively, Figure 2 would also suggest that students whose ACT Mathematics scores are

below 17 (or below 20) are likely to do worse in Course 4 if they take remedial courses. Of course, the
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sampling error in estimating the probability curve for students with prior remedial instruction is so large

that any differences between the two curves in this region can be attributed to chance. A curve estimated

from a larger sample of studer.ts with prior remedial instruction would presumably track the other curve

much more closely in the region of lower test scores.

Nevertheless, the notion that remedial instruction would benefit some students more than others

is intuitively reasonable. Some students may be so poorly prepared that even taking remedial instruction

does not improve their chances of succeeding in the standard course. Relatively well-prepared students

may benefit from remedial instruction, and better-prepared students may benefit even more. This

phenomenon is reminiscent of 'aptitude/treatment interactions' that have been the focus of much study

in previous decades.

Note that the solid portion of the probability curve for students who received remedial instruction

lies over the range of test scores from about 10 to 13, which is well below the 'cross-over' scores noted

in the preceding discussion. If it were based on a larger sample, this result would suggest that the

remedial instruction for Course 4 was largely ineffective for the students who received it.
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Expected Summany Value Functions

In the decision theory model to which the elicited svf applies, there are 10 outcomes, determined

by prior remedial instruction and by th final grade in Course 4. Table 6 below summarizes the fitted

conditional probability distributions for the course grades A-F, given ACT Mathematics scores. Separate

estimates are shown by prior remedial instruction status.

Note that as in Table 5, the small sample number of students with prior remedial instruction

guarantees that none of the results for that group are statistically significant. Nevertheless, I will use the

results to illustrate the calculation of the expected svfs.

Table 6.
Estimated Conditional Probabilities of Grades in Course 4, Given ACT Mathematics Scores

(by Prior Remedial Instruction)

Group N pEA I x] pEB 1 xl pIC I xl pED I x] pEF I x)
w

Prior remedial 17 f(-4.6592;x)- f(-2.8980;x)- f(-1.9133;x)- f(-1.3937;x)-

instruction 1(-2.8980;x) f(-1.9133;x) 1(-1.3937;x) f(0;x) f(0;x)

No remedial 526 g(-3.4329;x)- g(-2.1353;x)- g(-1.0458;x)- g(-0.3714;x)-

instruction g(-2.1353;x) g(-1.0458;x) g(-0.3741;x) g(0;x) g(O;x)

Notes: x = ACT Mathematics test score.
f(t;x) = 1/E1 + exp(-t-.1254*x)].

g(t;x) = 1/[1. + exp(1-.1068*x)1.

Withdrawals and incompletes were converted to F.

Figures 4 and 5 on the following two pages are plots of the conditional probability functions shown above.

Note that the modal probabilities for particular grades are associated with different regions of the ACT

Mathematics score scale.
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Using the elicited svfs of students in Table 4, the estimated conditional probability functions

reported in Table 6, and the empirical distribution of ACT Mathematics scores, I computed expected value

functions associated with the following two decision rules.

* Ruk 1: The current placement system based on high school course work and scores on the local

mathematics placement test.

Rule 2: A null placement system, in which all students enroll directly in Course 4.

The expected svf associated with Rule 1 was .504, and the expected svf associated with Rule 2 was .509.

This result indicates that the current placement system is not achieving its goals, as expressed by the svf -

--- in fact, it is counter-productive! This result is not surprising, given the probability of success results

depicted in Figures 2 and 3, and given the penalty the svf assigns to each grade if a student has previously

taken remedial instruction. One must keep in mind, of course, that these results are based on a very small

sample of students who took remedial instruction. Therefore, the conclusion should be viewed as an

illustration, rather than as a substantive concikon about the effectiveness of course placement in

mathematics at Midwestern University.

Conclusions

A college course placement system includes both an assest..nent component and an instructional

component. The effectiveness of the system as a whole depends on both components. Statistical decision

theory can be used to describe the possible outcoines of course placement systems. Building a decision

theory model requires an appropriate preference function and an appropriate probability distribution

for the possible outcomes.

In a study at a public midwestern university, about 3/4 of the student respondents, and about 4/5

of the instructor respondents, were able to supply coheren, grade value functions. The median value

functions for the instructors were modestly, but systematically higher than those for students. This result

is consistent with results obtained in previous research.
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Logistic regression cart be used to model the conditional probability distribution of placement

system outcomes, given scores on a placement test. By averaging the value function according to the

conditional probability distribution and the marginal distribution of test scores, one can calculate an

expected value function. By comparing expected value functions associated with different decision rules,

one can make inferences about the effectiveness of an existing or of alternative placement systems.

Future research

During the next year, I plan to investigate the feasibility of eliciting course placement value

functions more directly than in this study. For example, I will ask respondents to assign values to all 12

outcomes associated with taking remedial instruction and with performance in the standard course. Direct

elicitation would eliminate the need for interpolation in constructing the summary value function.

I also plan to collect and analyze additional course grade data. I believe that Courses 8 and 9 have

much larger enrollments than Course 4, and that they have larger pools of students with prior remedial

instruction. The latter is especially important in obtaining stable estimates of the conditional probability

distributions used to calculate expected value functions.

3 9
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Students' Satisfaction With Grades
and Course Placement Decisions

A research project by Richard Sawyer, ACT,
with the cooperation of Midwest University

Fall, 1995

Purpose of this Study

Part of ACT's work involves helping students decide which courses to take. I want to learn
about the things you think about in making decisions about your courses.

I will ask you some questions about your academic work at Midwest University, and about
your preferences for different grades and course placement decisions. This questionnaire is not
a test --- there are no right or wrong answers. The questions are grouped into three parts. As
soon as you finish one part, please continue on directly to the next part. The entire
questionnaire should take about 5 minutes to complete.

Your instructor will distribute this questionnaire in class. Please take it home, answer the
questions, and then bring it back to the next class meeting.

The information you give will be used to enhance the services ACT provides to students in the
future. I sincerely appreciate your cooperation.



Part 1
Background Information

1. Please enter your Social Security Number (SSN) here:
The Registrar's office will use your SSN to append transcript information to your responses.
They will then remove your SSN from the data they return to me. I will not know your
identity.

2. Please check (J) the appropriate boxes to indicate whether you have taken, or are currently
enrolled in, any of the courses in the table below. Also indicate either the grade you
received in the course (if you have already taken it), or the grade you expect to receive (if
you are currently enrolled in the course).

Course

Check here if
you have

already taken

Grade
you

received

Check here if you
are currently

enrolled
vuoilummat

Grade you
expect to
receive

Course 1: Basic Algebra I

Course 2: Basic Algebra II

Course 3: Trigonometry i

Course 4: Elementary
Functions

Other mathematics courses
(please specify):

I.

i

. .

3. What is your major or program at Midwest University? (If you have not yet selected a
major, please write "None.")

4



4. When did you first start taking courses at Midwest University?

(month and year)

5. When did you first select your current major or program at Midwest University?

(month and year)

6. What is your gender?

Female

Male

7. What is your age?

years

2

8. Which of the following statements best describes your goals about the grades you earn in
courses at Midwest University? (Check one only.)

I don't mind earning a few Ds, so long as I receive credit for all my courses.

It is important for me to earn only As, Bs, or Cs in my courses.

It is important for me to earn only As or Bs in my courses.

It is important for me to earn all As in my courses.
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Part 2
Course Grades

Students want to earn as high a grade in a course as they can. Naturally, everyone would be more
satisfied with an A than with a B, or with a B than with a C, and so forth but what about your
relative satisfaction? Would you, for example, feel twice as satisfied with an A as with a B?

I want to find out your relative satisfaction with grades in the courses you take. In answering the
questions, please think of any course that you need to pass to satisfy the requirements of your
program at Midwest University.

The line below is meant to suggest your relative satisfaction with the different letter grades. The letter
grade of F is associated with 0% satisfaction, and the letter grade of A is associated with 100%
satisfaction:

A

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Please indicate on this line your relative satisfaction with the grades of B, C, and D by writing them
above an appropriate point on the line. For example, if you would be about half as satisfied with a
B as with an A, then you would write a "B" above the 50% mark.

NOTE: Your responses should reflect your relative satisfaction with particular grades in a standard
course. Your responses do not have to correspond to a percent-correct grading scale (for example,
where the grade A represents 90% or more correct).



Part 3
Course Placement

Let a "standard course" be a for-credit course that is required for your program. For
example, some students may need to pass Course 4: Elementary Functions to satisfy the
requirements of their program at Midwest University.

One purpose of a course placement system is to determine whether a student is ready
to take a particular standard course. If a student is not ready to take the standard
course, he or she can instead enroll in a "developmental course" to acquire the skills
needed to succeed in the standard course. At Midwest University, for example, Course
3: Trigonometry would be considered a developmental course for the standard course
Course 4: Elementary Functions.

Taking a developmental course will tend to increase a student's chances of success in the
standard course. However, taking a developmental course also has disadvantages---it
increases the time required to complete your program, it costs additional money, and
it may not carry credit toward your degree. Therefore, the decision to take a
developmental course involves a trade-off: an increased chance of eventually succeeding
in the standard course, versus extra time and money.

I want to find out how you see these trade-offs.

(lb
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The table below presents different situations in which you are asked to choose between either taking a developmental course before taking the
standard course [Col. (1)], or directly enrolling in the standard course [Col. (2)]. Assume that the developmental course is 1 semester in
length.

For each situation, please check (V) either the box in Col. (1) or the box in Col. (2), according to your preference:

Situation

Which would you prefer ?

Col. (1)

Take the developmental course before
taking the standard course.

Then, earn this grade in the standard course:

Col. (2)

Enroll directly in the standard course,
and earn this grade:

1 A B

2 A C

3 A D

4 A F

B C

6 B D

7 B F

8 C D

9 C F

10 D F

*** This is the end of the questionnaire. Thank you for your help! ***



Students' Satisfaction With Grades
and Course Placement Decisions

A research project by Richard Sawyer, ACT,
with the cooperation of Midwest University

Fall, 1995

Purpose of this c'tudy

Part of ACT's work involves helping students decide which courses to take. I want to learn
about the things you think about in making decisions about your courses.

I will ask you some questions about your academic work at Midwest University, and about
your preferences for different grades and course placement decisions. This questionnaire is not
a test there are no right or wrong answers. The questions are grouped into three parts. As
soon as you finish one part, please continue on directly to the next part. The entire
questionnaire should take about 5 minutes to complete.

Your instructor will distribute this questionnaire in class. Please take it home, answer the
questions, and then bring it back to the next class meeting.

The information you give will be used to enhance the services ACT provides to students in the
future. I sincerely appreciate your coopera tion.
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Part 1
Background Information

1. Please enter your Social Security Number (SSN) here:
The Registrar's office will use your SSN to append transcript information to your responses.
They will then remove your SSN from the data they return to me. I will not know your
identity.

2. Please check (I) the appropriate boxes to indicate whether you have taken, or are currently
enrolled in, any of the courses in the table below. Also indicate either the grade you
received in the course (if you have already taken it), or the grade you expect to receive (if
you are currently enrolled in the course).

Course

Check here if
you have

already taken

Grade
you

received

mis..1...m..
Check here if you

are currently
enrolled

Grade you
expect to
receive

Course 1: Basic Algebra I

Course 2: Basic Algebra II

Course 3: Trigonometry ,

,

Course 4: Elementary
Functions

Other mathematics courses
(please specify):

3. What is your major or program at Midwest University? (If you have not yet selected a
major, please write "None.")
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4. When did you first start taking courses at Midwest University?

(month and year)

5. When did you first select your current major or program at Midwest University?

(month and year)

6. What is your gender?

Female

Male

7. What is your age?

years

8. Which of the following statements best describes your goals about the grades you earn in
courses at Midwest University? (Check one only.)

I don't mind earning a few Ds, so long as I receive credit for all my courses.

It is important for me to earn only As, Bs, or Cs in my courses.

It is important for me to earn only As or Bs in my courses.

It is important for me to earn all As in my courses.

5 j
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Part 2
Course Grades

Students want to earn as high a grade in a course as they can. Naturally, everyone would be more
satisfied with an A than with a B, or with a B than with a C, and so forth --- but what about your
relative satisfaction? Would you, for example, feel twice as satisfied with an A as with a B?

I want to find out your relative satisfaction with grades in the courses you take. In answering the
questions, please think of any course that you need to pass to satisfy the requirements of your
program at Midwest University.

The line below is meant to suggest your relative satisfaction with the different letter grades. The letter
grade of F is associated with 0% satisfaction, and the letter grade of A i- .ociated with 100%
satisfaction:

F A
I I I I I I I I I I I

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Please indicate on this line your relative satisfaction with the grades of B, C, and D by writing them
above an appropriate point on the line. For example, if you would be about half as satisfied with a
B as with an A, then you would write a "B" above the 50% mark.

NOTE: Your responses should reflect your relative satisfaction with particular grades in a standard
course. Your responses do not have to correspond to a percent-correct grading scale (for example,
where the grade A represents 90% or more correct).
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Part 3
Course Placement

Let a "standard course" be a for-credit course that is required for your program. For
example, some students may need to pass Course 4: Elementary Functions to satisfy the
requirements of their program at Midwest University.

One purpose of a course placement system is to determine whether a student is ready
to take a particular standard course. If a student is not ready to take the standard
course, he or she can instead enroll in a "developmental course" to acquire the skills
needed to succeed in the standard course. At Midwest University, for example, Course
3: Trigonometry would be considered a developmental course for the standard course
Course 4: Elementary Functions.

Taking a developmental course will tend to increase a student's chances of success in the
standard course. However, taking a developmental course also has disadvantages---it
increases the time required to complete your program, it costs additional money, and
it may not carry credit toward your degree. Therefore, the decision to take a
developmental course involves a trade-off: an increased chance of eventually succeeding
in the standard course, versus extra time and money.

I want to find out how you see these trade-offs.

4
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The table below presents different situations in which you are asked to choose between either taking a developmental course before taking the
standard course [Col. (1)], or directly enrolling in the standard course [Col. (2)]. Assume that the developmental course is 1 semester in
length.

For each situation, please check (/) either the box in Col. (1) or the box in Col. (2), according to your preference:

Situation

Which would you prefer ?

Col. (1)

Take the developmental course before
taking the standard course.

Then, earn this grade in the standard course:

Col. (2)

Enroll directly in the standard course,
and earn this grade:

1 A B

2 A C

3 A D

4 A F

5 B C

6 B D

7 B F

8 C D

9 C F

10 D F

5 t )
*** This is the end of the questionnaire. Thank you for your help! ***

5'
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Appendix B

Constructing Summary Value Functions
for Course Placement Outcomes

..

Table 1. Coherent Choice Sequences

Table 2. Imputed Summary Value Functions for Course Placement
Outcomes
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Appendix B

Constructing Summary Value Functions for Course Placement Outcomes

Part 4 of each questionnaire asks respondents to make 10 choices. Each choice involves either

taking the remedial course before taking the standard course, and earning grade G, in the standard course,

or else taking the standard course directly, and earning grade G2, where G, > G2.

The result of the choices is a sequence of Rs and Ss, where:

R-= Prefer to take the remedial course before taking the standard course.
S= Prefer to take the standard course directly.

There are 2n) = 1024 possible sequences of response patterns, but most of them are "incoherent," because

they are inconsistent with the transitivity property of preference relations. A coherent sequence is one

that satisfies the following inequalities:

a. (R,A) >- (R,B) >- (R,C) (R,D) >- (R,F), and
b. (S,A) >- (S,B) > (S,C) (S,D) >- (S,F),

where >- is a respondent's preference. Then Inequality a. implies, for example, that if (S,C) >- (R,A), then

(S,C) >- (R,B), because (R,A) >- (R,B). Moreover, Inequality b. implies that if (S,C) (R,A), then

(S,B) >- (R,A), because (S,B) >- (S,C). To simplify matters, I have also assumed that the following

preferences exist:

c. (R,A) (S,F)
(R,B) (S,F)
(R,C) (S,F)
(R,D) >- (S,F)

The inequalities in c. imply that in Choices 4, 7, 9, and 10, the respondent must always choose taking the

remedial course and earning a passing grade in preference to taking the standard course directly and

receiving an F. These preferences may not actually be true of students who are very willing to take risks.

Making these assumptions, however, considerably reduces the number of allowable sequences. Finally,

I assume that:

d. (S,F) (R,F)

Inequalities a. d. imply that every other course placement result is preferable to (R,F) (i.e., taking the

remedial course and then receiving an F in the standard course). Table 1 on p. 3 shows the 14 choice

sequences that satisfy these inequalities. I computed for each respondent an indicator function CHRIND2:

5;1
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Appendix B
Page 2

CHR1ND2=1, if the respondent's sequence of choices was one of those listed in Table 1; and CHRIND2=0,

otherwise. The respondents for whom a coherent summary value function could be imputed were those

for whom both CHRIND1=1 (where CHR1ND1 is the coherence indicator for the grade value function)

and CHRIND2=1. These people were identified by the summary value function coherence indicator

CHRINDS=CHRIND1*CHRIND2.
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Table 1.
Coherent Choice Sequences

Choice
sequence

. .

Choice number

1
(R,A) or (S,B)

2
(12,A) or (S,C)

3
(R,A) or (S,D)

4
(R,A) or (S,F)

5
(R,B or (S,C)

6
(R,B) or (S,D)

7
(R,B) or (S,F)

8
(R,C) or (S,D)

9
(R,C) or (S,F)ai(SI

R,C

10
(R,D) or (S,F)

l(R
1

V

R,A

iim(MinemMlik

R,A R,A R,A

Mt..

R,B R,B R,B R,C R,D

? R,A R,A R,A R,A R,B R,B R,B S,ID, R,C R,D

3 R,A R,A R,A R,A S,C R,B R,B R,C R,C R,D

4 R,A R,A R,A R,A S,C R,B R,B S,D R,C R,D

5 R,A R,A R,A R,A S,C S,D R,B S,D R,C R,D

6 S,B R,A R,A R,A R,B R,B R,B R,C R,C R,D

7 S,B R,A R,A R,A R,B R,B R,B S,D R,C R,D

8 S,B R,A R,A R,A S,C R,B R,B R,C R,C R,D

9 S,B R,A R,A R,A S,C R,B R,B S,D R,C R,D

10 S,B R,A R,A R,A S,C S,D R,B S,D R,C R,D

11 S,B S,C R,A R,A S,C R,B R,B R,C R,C R,D

12 S,B S,C R,A R,A S,C R,B R,B S,D R,C R,D

13 S,B S,C R,A R,A S,C S,D R,B S,D R,C R,D

14 S,I3 S,C S,D R,A S,C S,D R,B S,D R,C R,D

G

Note: The shaded cells correspond to choosing to take the standard course directly.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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If we use the customary grades A-F to measure achievement in the standard course, and if we

neglect Withdrawal (W) grades, then there are 10 possible final outcomes of the placement system:

X = {(R,A), . . (R,F), (S,A), . . (S,F)1, where R denotes taking the remedial course before taking the

standard course, and S denotes taking the standard course directly. The set X, together with the set of

possible placement test scores is the outcome space 0.

In principle, one could elicit a value function for X with a diagram like that in Part 2 of the

questionnaires. With such a diagram, however, the respondent would have to mark 8 outcomes (rather

than the 3 outcomes A, B, and C) above the 0-100 scale. I believe that most respondents would have great

difficulty doing this. Therefore, I elected to impute a summary value function svf for X, using the grade

value function gvf elicited in Part 2 of the questionnaires as a reference. Now, there are many ways one

could impute a summary value function; I chose the simplest method I could think of. Specifically, the

imputed value function szf has the following properties:

a. svf(S,G) = gvf(G), for G = A, B, C, D
b. svf(R,F) = 0.
c. svf(S,F) = .25*gvf(D)
d. For G = A, B, C, D, the values of svf(R,G) are interpolated between appropriate values of

1=gvf(A), gvf(B), gvf(C), gvf(D), and 0.

Equation a. says that the summary value function associated with taking the standard course directly and

earning a particular grade G is equal to the grade value function gvf elicited in Part 2 of the

questionnaires. Equation b. says that the worst possible result is to take the remedial course, then receive

an F in the standard course. Equation c. says that taking the standard course directly, and receiving an

F is slightly better than receiving an F M the standard course after taking the remedial course; I have

arbitrarily assigned the value .25*gvf(D) to this result. Property d. says that the outcomes associated with

first taking the remedial course are to be assigned values according to the respondent's 10 choices in Part

4 of the questionnaires. Provided that the respondent's sequence of choices is one of the 14 coherent

sequences listed in Table 1, it is possible to interpolate between values of gvf in a consistent way. Each

of the 14 coherent choice sequences defines a separate imputed summary value function svf. The resulting

values of the imputed summary value functions svf are shown in Table 2 on the following page.
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Table 2.
Imputed Summary Value Functions for Course Placement Outcomes

Choice
sequence

.

First course
(Grade in standard colArse)

Std.
(A)

Rem.
(A)

Std.
(B)

Rem.
(B)

Std.
(C)

Rem.
(C)

Std.
(D)

Rem.
(D)

Std.
(F)

Rem.
(F)

.........m.1
01 1 50 + 50*gvf(B)

ammonseismarmorioF
gzf(B) .50*gvf(B) + .50*glf(C) gvf(C) 50*gvf(C) + .50*gif(D) gvf(D) .50*gvf(D) .25*gvf(D)

2 1 50 + 50.glf(B) gvf(B) .50*gvf(B) + .50*gvf(C) gvf(C) .75*gvf(D) gvf(D) .50*gvf(D) .25*gvf(D) 0

3 1 so + 50*gvf(B) gvf(B) .75*gvf(C) + .25*gvf(D) gvf(C) 50*gvf(C) + 50*gvf(D) gvf(D) .50*gvf(D) .25*gvf(D) 0

4 1 50 + 1:1"grf(B) gvf(B) .754gvf(C) + .254gvf(D) gvf(C) .75*gvf(D) gvf(D) .50*gvf(D) .25*gvf(D) 0

5 1 50 + 50*gtf(B) M.(3) .90*gvf(D) gvf(C) .75*gvf(D) gvj(D) 50*gvf(D) .25*gvf(D) 0

6 1 .75*gvf(B) + .25*gvf(C) gvf(B) .50*gvf(B) + .50.grf(C) gvf(C) .50*gvf(C) + .50`glf(D) pf(D) .50*gvf(D) 25*gvf(D) 0

7 1 .75*gvf(B) + .25*gvf(C) gvf(B) .50*gvf(B) + .50*glf(C) PAC) .75*gvf(D) gvf(D) .50*gvf(D) .25*gvf(D) 0

8 1 .75*gvf(B) + .25*gvf(C) glf(B) .75.gvf(C) + .25*gvf(D) gvf(C) 50*gvf(C) + .50*gvf(D) P(D) .50.svf(D) .25gvf(D) 0

9 1 .75*gvf(B) + .25*gvf(C) gvf(B) .75*gvf(C) + .25*gvf(D) gvf(C) .75*gvf(D) gvf(D) .50*gvf(D) .25*gvf(D) 0

10 1 .75*gvf(B) + .25*gvf(C) gvf(B) .90*gvf(D) gvf(C) .75*gvf(D) gvf(D) 50*gvf(D) .25*gvf(D) 0

11 1 .75*gvf(C) + .25*gvf(D) gvf(B) .50*gvf(C) + .50*gvf(D) gvf(C) .25*gvf(C) + .75*gvf(D) Xvf(D) .50*gvf(D) .25*gvf(D) 0

12 1 .75*gvf(C) + .25*gvf(D) gvf(B) .50*gvf(C) + .50*gvf(D) gvf(C) .75*gvf(D) gvf(D) .50*gvf(D) 25*gvf(D) 0

13 1 .75*gvf(C) + .25*gvf(D) gvf(B) .90*gvf(D) gvf(C) .75*gvf(D) gvf(D) .50*gvf(D) .25*gvf(D) 0

14 1 .90*gvfiD) gvf(B) .75*gvf(D) gvf(C)
.1Iiminimak.

.60*gvf(D) gvf(D) .50*gvf(D) .25*gvf(D) 0

Note: Choice Sequence No. 1 corresponds to always choosing to take the remedial course before taking the standard course. The shaded cells for Choice
Sequences Nos. 2 - 14 show the modifications in the summary value function that are associated with choosing to take the standard course directly.
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